
 

 

5/6e  

 
Le 5 – 11 mai  

  



Coucou 5/6 et les parents 

 These weeks seem to fly by as we continue to settle into our new « normal » routine…or 

maybe it’s just me? According to the news we sadly will not be getting back together as a 

grade 5/6 class this year. However, we will still see each other in the halls once September 

comes if I am not your teacher next year.  

 I want you to be proud of what you have accomplished so far while learning from home. 

It is not an easy task regardless of how old you are as a student. Remember that I am here for 

you during the regular “school days” just as if we were together in our classroom.  Please give 

me a call, send me a text, or leave a message on Teams. You are all wonderful people and it’s 

ok to ask for help.  

 If you have not yet used Teams – log onto your office.com account and across the top 

where you see a bunch of apps look for one labeled “teams.” This is where you can post 

messages for your 5/6F friends and me to see. Anyone can click on the ‘reply’ button and write 

back to you. This is a fun way to ask questions or to just reconnect with peers in your class.  

 If you are still missing shoes/boots/clothing that was left behind in the classroom and 

you have NOT received it yet please have one of your parents contact the school. Someone at 

the school will locate your items and let you know when someone can come collect it. If you 

have received something that is NOT yours in the back of school work and clothing PLEASE 

return it to the school. If you know whose it is leave a name on it so we can get the item to the 

correct person.  

 This week’s lessons for language (Français/ELA) are minimal because I want you to use 

this time to continue working on your larger assignments that are due this coming Tuesday, 

May 12. The large blank paper I have included is for your SH project – assuming that you have 

chosen to draw your fort. If you are making a 3D model, keep the paper and use it to doodle or 

draw on in your free time, or make a paper airplane and test its limits! 

IMPORTANT DATES 

May 12 – ELA novel reading assignments due (hand in the ELA booklet) 

May 12 – SH fur trade fort project due (if doing a 3D model email/text me pictures of it and do  

  NOT destroy it until I tell you it has been marked) 

Mondays – mathletic review activities are due by 11:59pm on Mondays for the week, every  

  week. 



 mardi mercredi jeudi vendredi lundi 

Morning mathe mathe mathe mathe mathe 

afternoon Francais/SH ELA/SH Francais/SH ELA/SH Francais/SH 

 

 

 

  



 

 

mardi 

Le 5 mai 



mathe  

transformation, tessellation et symetrie - symetrie 

box – a line of reflection is like a mirror – one half of an image is the same as the other 

half.  This line passes through the middle of the shape. Not all images/shapes/symbols 

have a line of symmetry  

#1 – find all the possible lines of symmetry on the following shapes. 

#2 – what do you notice about lines of symmetry in regular shaped polygons. (like the 

shapes you just did) 

#3 – work with someone from home. Using the letters (as they appear) which ones have 

lines of symmetry? Use the chart to indicate which lines of symmetry a letter has. 

 Ie.  H would be written in the first three columns of the chart, but A is only in the  

  first column. 

#4 – skip it 

#5 – which shapes have lines of symmetry? Which ones do NOT have lines of symmetry? 

Draw all the possible lines of symmetry on each shape. 

#6 – complete the symmetry. 

#7 – challenge yourself! Using the vertical line as the line of symmetry, draw the mirror 

image in the top right square. Now reflect the picture on the other side of the horizontal 

line of symmetry. 

Mathletics 

- Complete some of the review assignments for the week.







  



français/SH 

fiches 2.1 (2 pages a découper) 

 Cut out 2 papers for fiche 2.1 (p 74,75) 

 Students create words using these pieces and record their words on the following 

paper. 

o Students can use wordreference.com to verify words 

o If the dash comes after it’s a prefix (ie re-) if the dash comes before it’s a suffix (ie 

–ment) 

 Prefix is at the beginning of a word 

 Suffix is at the end of a word 

o You do NOT need both to create a word, just one or the other 

Projet de SH (fort des fourrures) 

 Continue working on your SH project. If you have not contacted me for supplies then 

use the large paper if needed for your drawing. Please remember to label what is 

required in the outline. 

 I will be using the outline provided in the booklet to mark the project. 
 Due May 12 

  





   



  



  



  



Fiches 2.1 

Ecris-moi une liste des mots que tu as créés avec les morceaux 

que tu as découpés de page 74,75. 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________  



 

 

mercredi 

Le 6 mai 

  



Mathe 

transformation, tessellation et symetrie - symetrie 

 #1 – trace over the CORRECT lines of symmetry 

 #2 – finish colouring in the missing squares to complete the symmetry 

 

Relier et bloquer 

 Play this game with another person in your family. 

 One person uses a different colour  

  The object of this game is to be the player with the longest total of all their lines.  

 Player 1 connects the black dots vertically.  

 Player 2 connects the white dots horizontally.  

 Neither player can go diagonally.  

 Players may only connect 2 dots at a time.  

 Lines can’t cross over.  

 You can block your opponent by connecting dots in front of their line. Look 

at the example.  

 When the grid is full, each player totals all their lengths. The length 

between dots is 2 cm. This might vary due to printer settings, but use the 

length of 2 cm for this game. 

Flashcards 

- Practice multiplication facts 

- Challenge a parent or older sibbling 

  



 

  



 

  



  



 

 

 

ELA/SH 

Both assignments are due MAY 12 

ELA reading assignments 

 Continue working on the ELA group reading assignment (which became independent 

novel study thanks to suspended classes) 

 Remember to complete assignments in PARAGRAPH format unless it is a drawing. 

SH project 

 Student continues to use this time to work on the SH project for creating their own fur 

trading fort.  

o Remember there are 3 components to the project  (map, a written report, and a 

drawing/3D model) 

  



 

 

jeudi 

Le 7 mai 



Mathe 

transformation, tessellation et symetrie – transformation 

 box – shows 3 ways to ‘transform’ a shape (ways to move it) 

 #1 – when doing the transformation, visualize it first, then draw. Always use the most  

  recent shape to use for the following step 

 #2 – identify the type of transformation that happens at each arrow. 

 #3 – try transforming the letters 

 #4 – Use the city Winnipeg. Transform each letter as explained in the instructions. Look  

  at the example provided. 

 #5 – when doing the rotations ALWAYS USE THE ORIGINAL. Look at the example   

  provided to identify what a rotation of a common turn looks like. 

Mathletics 

- Complete some revision activities that are due this week. 

 

  



 

  



 

  



Français 

Fiche 2.2 – un mot ou pas? 

 Cut out the following 3 pages on the dotted lines making little cards.  

 Use these cards to create words using the prefixes provided. 

 Record the words according to the prefix in the chart provided. 

Projet de SH (fort des fourrures) 

 Continue working on your SH project. If you have not contacted me for supplies then 

use the large paper if needed for your drawing. Please remember to label what is 

required in the outline. 

 I will be using the outline provided in the booklet to mark the project. 

 Due May 12



  



  



 

 

 

  



 

  



 

 

 
  



 

  



Fiche 2.2 – Un mot ou pas ? 

Organise les mots que tu crées dans le tableau suivant selon les préfixes. Cherche autant des 

possibilités (minimum de 3 par préfixe).  

dé- /dés- Mal- re- /r- Multi- in- /im- 

     

  



 

vendredi 

Le 8 mai 

  



 

Mathe 

Transformation, tessellation, et symmetrie - tesselation 

Box - Tessellation comes from the Greek word, tessere, which means square tablet. It 

means covering a surface with a pattern of 2D shapes with no gaps or spaces. When we 

tessellate a shape, we often flip or turn the shapes so that they fit together. Some 

shapes will tessellate on their own. We call this regular tessellation. Some shapes 

tessellate when you use 2 shapes in the pattern. We call this semi-regular tessellation. 

Tessellation is closely linked with art. Mosaics, patchwork and paving use tessellation. 

#1 – cut out the shapes provided to help you visualize what this question is asking of 

you.  

a)Play and explore with each shape. What happens when you slide, flip, turn it. Is 

it the same, or does it change? 

b)which of the polygons can tessellate without flipping, or turning? 

c)which polygons do you need to flip/turn to tessellate them? 

#2 – use the shapes from #1 that you cut out to help you with this activity (you may also 

 need to use the extra space provided to try different combinations). Use pattern 

 blocks to find shape pairs that tessellate. Record them in the space provided. How 

 many can you find?  

#3 -Quadrilaterals tessellate. Is this true? Work with a family member to test this theory 

 out. Use the shapes provided (4 sided shapes!) Record your findings below then 

 tick the ones that tessellate once you know. 

#4 - Do you agree with the statement that all quadrilaterals tessellate? Why or why not?  

#5 - Tessellations usually involve creating a pattern and repeating it over and over. A 

 famous mathematician named Roger Penrose was obsessed with finding a 

 tessellation that was created without repeating any large patterns. It took him a 

 while but he got there. It’s often called “Kites and Darts” as the two 

 parallelograms in the pattern resemble these. Colour the pattern in colours of 

 your choice on the right to recreate his discovery. While you’re doing that, check 

 – can you see any large repeated patterns?  



  



 

     

  



  



Page 21 #2 – extra work space  



  



    

  



  



 

 

 

ELA/SH 

Both assignments are due MAY 12 

ELA reading assignments 

 Continue working on the ELA group reading assignment (which became independent 

novel study thanks to suspended classes) 

 Remember to complete assignments in PARAGRAPH format unless it is a drawing. 

SH project 

 Student continues to use this time to work on the SH project for creating their own fur 

trading fort.  

o Remember there are 3 components to the project  (map, a written report, and a 

drawing/3D model) 

  



 

lundi 

Le 11 mai 

  



Mathe 

Transformation, tessellation, et symmetrie - tesselation 

Se preparer - Many cultures and art styles use tessellations as a basis for creating   

  intricate and beautiful patterns. Islamic art is one such art form. Look at the 

  examples. 

Quoi faire - Recreate one of the designs below by ruling over certain lines. Pick a colour  

  scheme and complete your design. 

Mathletics 

- Complete any activities that are not finished for the review that is due by 11:59pm 

tonight. 

Flashcards 

- Practice multiplication facts with a family member. If possible compete against 

him/her. 

  



 

 

  



Français 

Fiche 2.3 – des “memomonstres” 

 This is a game – fiche 2.3.1 (parents monsters) is a guide sheet for playing. 

 Cut out the cards on the following pages for fiche 2.3 A and B (bebes monsters and 

words).  

o The game: 

 The parent monster sheet is guide. It helps you match the image to the 

words. The catch is that the words on the cards have suffixes. 

 It’s a memory style game.  

 

Projet de SH (fort des fourrures) 

 Continue working on your SH project. If you have not contacted me for supplies then 

use the large paper if needed for your drawing. Please remember to label what is 

required in the outline. 

 I will be using the outline provided in the booklet to mark the project. 
 Due May 12 (tomorrow) 

  



  



  



  



 


